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for so long as many can remember, the Fae extended family and the Blood extended family
have fought a sour yet covert war. For Luta Sarast, daughter of the Fae The Halfling clanas
leader, the blood feud is a resource of hardship and distress. even supposing she greater than
a person may still detest the abloodsuckers, a she needs just for changeaan finish to the
battling within which her elders nearly appear to revel. Then, she meets Anthony Lucan, a son
of the Blood extended family who's as strange to his kinfolk as she is to her own, and Luta
realizes that there's extra to this clash than somebody is letting on. As hostilities amplify and the
feud threatens to develop into bloodier than ever, Luta realizes that sometimes, to save lots of
every thing you carry dear, you need to tear it down and begin over again.
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